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It’s as easy as 1-2-3
sleepToo’s™ adjustable table takes  

versatility to a new level. 
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  store your belongings put your feet up watch a movie

  play a game enjoy a cup of joe rest and recharge

	 read	a	book		 check	your	email	 finish	some	work

  share a meal do homework bond
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ThE FAMILY ZONE BECOMES FUNCTIONAL AND COMFORTABLE:

Evidence-based design research shows that 

patient outcomes improve with the presence 

of family members during recovery. Until 

now, traditional hospital furniture combined 

with space constraints made it challenging 

for families be a part of the healing, care, 

and support of a loved one. 

sleepToo™ occupies only 20 square feet 

of space while	delivering	huge	benefits	to	

patients, family and staff including:  

• Dining  •Visiting 

• Working  • Sleeping 

• Sitting  • Reclining

sleepToo™ allows existing spaces to be re-

purposed for storage or opened up as free 

floor	space	or	for	other	uses.	Maintaining	

fewer additional furnishings is another 

indirect	benefit	sleepToo	provides.

sleepToo™ is the real solution for family-

involved care. It’s a virtual family room.

Family Zone - sofa, side table, recliner, celebration table with chairs 
Care-giver Zone - sink area 
Patient Zone - wardrobes, bedside table 

TRADITIONAL SPACE PLAN BEFORE

Family Zone - sleepToo™ sofa, bedside chair 
Care-giver Zone - sink area 
Patient Zone - wardrobes, bedside table 

 SPACE PLAN wITh sleepToo™
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621 Series
(Classic, sleep sofa)

622 Series
(Custom, sleep sofa)

STYLES:

S
LEEP

Upholstered Panels
(Upholstered panels in lieu 

of ottomans or drawers)

Drawer, no ottomans
(wood, thermoform or upholstered

drawer fronts)

CUSTOM BASE OPTIONS:

wood Panels
(wood panels in lieu of ottomans

or drawers)

Ottoman, no drawer 
(Upholstered panel ottomans)

Metal Leg
(Optional)

wood Leg
(Standard)

Plinth Base
(Optional)

sleepToo™ Sofa 621
(Classic)

sleepToo™ Sofa 622T 
(Custom)

621T Series
(Classic, with Table)

622T Series
(Custom, with Table)

healing SLEEP

LEG STYLES: Table models cannot be specified with casters



Patient recovery, 

  furniture recovery, 

   environmental recovery. 
 

After all, we firmly believe we cannot live in a disposable world.  

Our passion, our commitment is to design and build furniture that 

withstands years of heavy use yet accommodates the changing 

tastes and needs of our customers.  

That requires original thinking. Thinking that challenges existing 

beliefs, redefines boundaries and makes itself known. Wieland is 

always looking beyond the ordinary and seeking new solutions.  

That’s why Wieland looks beyond durability to…

wieland is all about recovery.

r e n e w a b i l i t y



Wieland furniture is well worth waiting in. It invites people to sit, to 

relax, to find at least a small measure of peace. And we’ve put a 

great deal of thought into that invitation. After all, waiting can be 

one of life’s most important activities. Think of waiting for the birth 

of your child. The diagnosis of an ailing parent. The recovery of a 

friend and that friend’s return home. Or your own consultation with a 

specialist. Waiting is often a necessity. Wieland helps make it easier. 

waiting  is always easier when you’re waiting with a friend.

Lounge

Benches

Occasional 
Tables

dining  A pleasant setting, a caring companion, a good meal —
 each in its own way nourishes.

When choosing dining room furniture, it often comes down to finding  

the style, color and finish that’s most appropriate for your 

environment. You also need a broad range of solutions that address 

space limitations…the need for flexible, accommodating seating 

arrangements…and the maintenance of a clean, comfortable, and 

engaging atmosphere. Wieland offers those solutions. Chairs

Tables

In addition to our healing solutions, Wieland offers award-winning collections of furniture designed and tailored specifically for 

healthcare applications. Our Waiting and Dining products are built to exacting standards to withstand years of heavy use yet 

accommodate the changing tastes and needs of our customers. So take comfort, not just in our furniture, but also in knowing 

that everything we build will be of lasting value.

For more information on our waiting and dining furniture collections, please 
contact us or visit our website at wielandhealthcare.com.
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